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Chief Executive Welcome
Welcome to this edition of our newsletter,
a time again of considerable change in the
wider business environment and a time for
us to welcome new members to the Centre
and to the team.
@MandyHL_SBRC

We hope that you find this edition of
interest and please remember that we look
to feature all our members and their news
stories and updates by rotation, so do let
us know if you have news to share.
Within the team we welcome Gerry Grant,
our senior ethical hacker, to a more
permanent cyber position at SBRC. As
Gerry completes his final year at Abertay
University we are delighted that he has
agreed to permanently join our team in
this growing and critical area of our work.
Also underway is the review and updating
of our cyber section of the website.
There continues to be extensive media
interest in this field – and we will strive
to keep members aware of everything
as it develops - for example, you will see
updates on what coercive control means
by social media, all that parents need to
know about snapstreaks and what you
need to do to keep your children’s social
media safe. We also continue to support
fully the introduction of Cyber Essentials as
a minimum standard of cyber security for
all small and medium sized companies. We

see this as being the best and most natural
way for business to prepare itself for GDPR
– the change in data protection which
will impact on how all companies store,
share and manage client, employee and
personal data, and remember if you aren’t
already on the secure information platform
SCiNET (part of the larger CiSP network)
which gives you daily updates on scams,
hacks and issues affecting business on line
then please make contact with our team
member Graham Bye.
Also joining the team is David MacCrimmon
who will be working very closely with Chris
Lewis and supporting our organised crime
prevention activity as well as the retail
and tourism workstream. During May, Gill
Robertson joins us to support me and our
Board and we are looking forward to our
new social media and marketing post as
well. And a hugely welcome addition to
our BBN team has also just arrived, already
a very welcome and well known face to
many, we are delighted to have Lorraine
Jarvie with us.
We pay tribute to both Matt Ronan and to

Graham Vance, both of these colleagues
have made outstanding contributions
to SBRC in different ways and we are
delighted that both of these colleagues
have gone on to new roles and to meet new
challenges. Our door will remain widely
open to them.
The edition comes after two of our major
events of the year. At the end of March we
have had the largest ever National Best
Bar None awards at the Hilton Hotel in
Glasgow, this was a magnificent evening
and the sheer scale and momentum that
this aspect of our work fulfills is humbling,
on behalf of the best Bar None Board I was
able to pay tribute to the marvelous and
consistent contribution that Mark Baird
from Diageo has fulfilled in the last seven
years. As Mark moves on to new challenge
it was absolutely appropriate to grant him
an Outstanding Achievement award and to
pay tribute to the tireless work he has done
on behalf of BBN not just in Scotland but in
London and many other areas too.
Our second event was a full day conference
on behalf of DIPS and the Secure Transport
workstream. Focusing on the topical
subject of Brexit, we were delighted to
have the support of sponsors BSI Supply
Chain Services and Solutions and Sealock,
as well as the Minister of Transport and the
Islands, Humza Yousaf MSP. I am confident
that the legacy of this important event will
be a considerable one.
As the light in our days grows longer, we
wish you success, stimulation and interest
and look forward to working very closely
with you during the rest of the year.

We are delighted to welcome two
new appointments to the Centre.
David MacCrimmon is a Business
Resilience Advisor at the Centre, and
National Lead for Serious & Organised
Crime and Counter Terrorism.
David is seconded from Police Scotland where he has 19 years
police experience in a variety of roles including Response
Policing, Community Policing, Road Policing and latterly Border
Policing Command at Glasgow International Airport. David has
worked in both rural and urban communities, often in areas with
significant issues and community tensions.
David welcomes the challenge of this specialist National Role
as part of the National Safer Communities Division and is keen
to develop the CSSC system and Information Sharing Platforms
to enable business to become ever more resilient to emerging
crime trends and current threats. David will also be responsible
for coordinating the delivery of Project Griffin training to
businesses within Scotland.
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Lorraine Jarvie is a Business Resilience
Advisor at the Centre and is a seconded
Constable from Police Scotland.
Lorraine has over 10 years Police experience in a variety of roles
including Response Policing, Architectural/CCTV and Crime
Prevention Officer within Community Safety, initially with Lothian
& Borders Police and latterly Police Scotland. She has worked
mainly in prevention & intervention, designing out crime within
our communities.
Lorraine welcomes the challenge of this specialist National Role
as part of the National Safer Communities Division and is keen to
develop and grow the partnership working across Scotland, using
established communication and partnership working skills.
Prior to joining Police Scotland, Lorraine worked within in the
Construction Training Industry as a Project Manager, working with
Scottish Enterprise and employers, creating training programmes
with certification and employment opportunities for participants.

New Chair and Vice-Chair of SBRC Board

W

e are delighted to announce Paddy Tomkins, CEO at Droman
Limited as new SBRC Chair, joined by Douglas Barnett – AXA’s Head
of Customer Risk Management – who becomes Vice-Chair.
“Recognising an opportunity Mandy and
her team have placed multi-sector, multidiscipline partnerships at the heart of the
work of the SBRC. It has proven a great
success. Through this approach SBRC is
becoming an example and a benchmark
within the UK and internationally.
Collaboration with Abertay University,
Police Scotland and others is demonstrating
the mutual benefits flowing from new
alliances, and the chief beneficiaries are the
businesses that comprise our membership,
both in terms of a wider range of services
and in promoting Scotland’s reputation for
innovation, security and commercial flair
around the world”.

Paddy Tomkins
A member of the SBRC Board since 2016,
Paddy is eager to take on the new role –
and thanked the outgoing Chair, Alasdair
Macfarlane, Royal Bank of Scotland.
He said: “Alasdair has led the Board through
very challenging operating conditions, and
it is a great tribute to his leadership, wisdom
and energy that the SBRC has grown so
strongly under his chairmanship”.
Paddy continued, “having had the privilege
of working with what was then the Scottish
Business Crime Centre, when I served in
Lothian & Borders Police, I am honoured
to take the Chair of SBRC. Since leaving
public service eight years ago I have been
on a steep learning curve through helping
to build start-up companies, while also
providing consultancy to some of the
biggest businesses in Scotland. I have been
fortunate to work with our universities,
too, all of which make a huge contribution
to the Scottish, UK and global economies,
particularly in the tech sector, and still have
much more to offer enterprises in Scotland.
Of course, I have much yet to learn, and look
forward to hearing the views and ideas of
fellow members of SBRC”.

“As a former police officer I am delighted
that Police Scotland places such high
value on the work of SBRC, contributing
senior officers’ time and expertise to work
alongside business leaders and academics.
I know from my international work in
institution building and cyber resilience
that this is all too rare elsewhere, and so we
need to continue to cherish and develop
this excellent relationship”.

essential to business continuity and growth.
I believe that SBRC needs – and wants - to
play a full part in realising this opportunity”.
“While we are all mindful that the traditional
forms of crime, such as theft, counterfeiting,
damage and disorder, remain a threat to
all sectors, Mandy and colleagues at SBRC
have rightly put improving resilience to
cybercrime at the top of their agenda
in supporting businesses in Scotland. I
look forward to working with them, and
all members of the SBRC, on this vital
programme of work”.
Fellow board member and AXA’s Head
of Customer Risk Management, Douglas
Barnett brings with him more than 30
years experience in the delivery of risk
management in the insurance sector, the
last 17 years of which he has spent with AXA.
His time with AXA has seen him work on
projects across Europe – and he is currently
part of the firm’s Global Loss Prevention
Committee.
He said: “During my comparatively short
time on the SBRC board, the business risk
landscape in Scotland has continued to
evolve with challenges and opportunities.
“I’ve previously worked with the SBRC as
a customer and then recommended its
services. Since being on the Board I am
acutely aware of its strengths and the
challenges it faces – and I’m excited to be

This is a critical time for the Scottish business community and the
wider economy, where undoubtedly the biggest threat to Scottish
businesses, indeed to the services and infrastructure that underpins
our lives in Scotland, is cybercrime.
"If we do not put cyber security and cyber
resilience at the forefront of our thinking
in all we do then we risk disruption, loss of
intellectual property, financial harm and the
undermining of public confidence that is
essential to a flourishing economy”.
“Scotland can benefit from our strong
tech base in building a safe place to work
and invest, but we can also seize the
opportunity to develop and export worldleading services. If cybercrime is a threat,
cyber security presents an international
commercial opportunity as well as being

able to contribute to its next chapter in my
new role as Vice-Chair.”
SBRC CEO, Mandy Haeburn-Little, said: “To
have two individuals with such incredible
experience in these key roles is testament to
the good work of the wider team – and the
support we’ve received from Scottish SME’s,
our members, the Scottish Government and
Police Scotland.
“We are working very hard to help Scottish
businesses flourish in a secure environment.”

A warm welcome to new SBRC members
• VisitScotland • Castle Computer Services Limited • Hampden & Co
• Standard Life PLC • McAfee • AST Risk Consultancy & Training Services Limited
• Document Data Group • Aggress Limited • Clark Thomson Insurance Brokers
And thank you to our renewing members:
• Trend Micro UK • Scotmid Co-operative • Lanarkshire Credit Union • Everbridge
• Scottish Rugby Union • PlanB Consulting • TMA • Kingdom Shopping Centre
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D

ocument Data Group was established in 2007 as an IT Solutions
company comprising of 3 directors, David Forsyth, Justin
Longmuir, and Steve Young. The directors have over 70 years of
experience between them assisting companies with their business
processes.
It is our mission to be at the forefront of
technology, providing enhancements to your
business which improve security, efficiency
and productivity, whilst decreasing
operating costs.
In light of the new General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) coming into force in May
2018, businesses must ensure they have
policies in place to securely store personal
information. The maximum potential fines
which the ICO can impose for data breaches
will rise from £500,000 to €20,000,000 (or 4%
of the total worldwide annual turnover of the
organisation, whichever is higher.
Document Data Group can assist your
business in finding a secure solution to
managing office information and workflow,
ensuring you are in full control of documents
from print to transfer to storage and for future
retrieval.

Document management
In today’s fast pace business world,
documents play a vital role in many
interactions. Traditional filing cabinet storage
methods do not lend themselves well to
quick retrieval and information flow becomes
rather time consuming and frustrating. Not
to mention the data security issues, misfiling
of documents and lack of disaster recovery in
place which coincide with paper filing.
A Document Management System quickly
removes these issues by capturing data
electronically for storage and retrieval
providing many key benefits:
Greater security and control: password
control entry systems ensure data is only
viewed and edited by those authorised to
do so.
Eliminate the time and money spent 		
searching and retrieving information
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Disaster Recovery Solution in place.
Improved workflow throughout the
business.
Full audit trail.

Accounts Payable Process
Most finance departments are very labour
intensive manually keying invoices, chasing
payment approvals and filing information
in cabinets for future retrieval. Many lose
valuable time searching for information and
correcting errors. This slow information flow
limits the finance departments ability to add
value and can position it as a cost centre in the
business.
We can reduce costs and improve efficiencies
with an Automated Accounts Payable
System. Supplier invoices are scanned in to
a Document Management System, matched
with customer PO’s or delivery notes and sent
on for approval. Once approved the invoice
is automatically uploaded to the finance
package. Any future retrieval of information
to answer supplier queries or in the case of
an Audit can be found by a quick search of
key fields such as supplier name, customer
PO or invoice number. As with the Document
Management System this solution creates a
secure method of handling data.

Where is your company the BEFORE or the AFTER?
An Automated Accounts Payable System

An Invoice Processing headache which is time consuming
and very labour intensive.
The manual processing of invoices, chasing payment
approvals and filing cabinet storage makes future retrieval
difficult.

Invoices are scanned or linked straight from email. Payment
approval is achieved via a built in workflow process and once
complete all invoices can be uploaded to the finance package
at the click of a button.
Our FREE Audit typically shows savings from day one.



@

Electronic
Document
Management
System




?

@

Benefits of An Automated Accounts Payable System
Cost & Efficiency Savings: less time spent
on manual processing, fewer errors, less
time searching for documents

Better supplier relations: improved 		
visibility can reduce lost discounts and
exposure to late payment penalties

Control & visibility of cash flow through
faster access to payment information

Higher worker satisfaction: cutting the
number of time consuming and
repetitive tasks.

Improved Transparency thanks to more
complete audit trails thus fewer lost 		
documents.

Quality Management Systems

M

ost organisations have strict procedures in place to cover Health
& Safety Inspections, Quality Control & Accident Reporting.

All of these areas are
critical to the safe running
of a business and also
provide full evidence that
the business is not only
performing the relevant
checks and tests, but
that they are recording
them accurately for future
reference should there ever
be an incident that
requires it.
Historically these tests
and checks are performed
manually on paper forms
which are then filed in hard
copy format. Occasionally
may be re-keyed into a
quality system meaning
double handling of the data.
Document Data Group
can offer a real time data
capture system that will link

directly to your document
management software to
provide a fast robust way of
recording data. All checks
are recorded with the name
of the person performing
the audit and each step is
time stamped and optionally
location stamped. The
completed record can then
be stored automatically into
an EDM system which will
ensure fast retrieval of any
audit report at the click of a
button.
Through the use of an IP 6/8
heavy duty Android device
with photo and barcode
scanning capability we can
record not only the answers
to the check questions, but
photos and barcode scans
where relevant.

Non-conformances can
trigger further actions
such as instructions to the
user, email notifications to
managers or in the case of
Critical Non Conformances
instructions to shut down
plant or processes.
Checks can also be
scheduled to ensure that
they are completed at the
correct time, with alerts,
warnings and ultimately
email notifications to
management if they are
missed. As soon as checks
are completed they will be
securely stored in the EDM
system for users to check,
allowing close control
and visibility on all checks
performed.

www.documentdatagroup.com  marketing@documentdatagroup.com  08451 805 805  @docdatagroup
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Navigating Your Supply Chain
Through Cyberspace
8-19 May 2017, Glasgow
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he objective of the Scottish Business Resilience Centre (SBRC) is creating a secure Scotland for business
to flourish in, where business can trade and prosper securely, regardless of size and sector. This
encompasses everything from premises and employee safety to cyber security. The SBRC is delighted to
now offer our suite of services and support to businesses across Scotland, the rest of the UK and Europe.

F&L is an international non-profit, non-lobby group which brings logistics
leaders across multiple industries together to learn and debate current topics.
Conferences are most enjoyable, the audience talks at least as much as the
speakers, and international networking is superb.
IN GLASGOW 18-19 MAY:
Hear shippers' expectations of supply chain visibility (where’s my cargo?)
Discuss E-commerce and urban logistics
Watch a live demo from Ethical Hackers using real case studies of cyber security
incursions across a range of industries and European countries to explain a
range of threats and how to defend against them.
Gain access to the Future Cities Observatory during the conference 		
as Glasgow is one of the world’s 100 resilient cities and the UK’s future cities
demonstrator.
Debate the practicalities of grasping business opportunities whilst contending
with challenges of new political and international trade contexts with political,
economic and diplomatic speakers.

SBRC are delighted to be
co-hosting this prestigious event
with the F&L Forum.
As valued members and friends of SBRC,
we have negotiated FREE tickets for
manufacturers and a reduced price of £825
for all others. You will gain access to an
international group of logistics leaders so
that you can develop invaluable contacts
and business connections with a range of
national and multi-national companies and
organisations.
A variety of sponsorship packages are
available to promote your organization
and maximise exposure at the Conference.
Agenda, tickets and sponsorship
opportunities:
www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu/en/
event-conclusions
Contact Audrey at F&L 0131 557 6604 or
sec@EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu

Registration: www.europeanfreightleaders.eu
or contact Audrey: SEC@europeanfreightleaders.eu
+32(0)2372 91 68 +44 (0) 131 557 6604
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Or enquiries@sbrcentre.co.uk

We look forward to welcoming
you to Glasgow on 18/19 May!

Cyber
insurance is
becoming
increasingly
popular.
However, there are still
a lot of misconceptions
surrounding it.

Many SMEs believe that cyber insurance is just for companies who sell products
over the internet. Not only e-commerce companies and those undertaking
transactions over the internet face cyber risks.
Risks are faced by any and all companies
that collect and store personal and
corporate sensitive data, or are reliant on
computer and telephone networks and/ or
data for their daily operations.
Whilst not all SMEs operate in sectors where
notifications of a data breach are reported
on an obligatory basis, this does not mean
that cyber insurance is not needed. Even
if legally you do not need to notify victims
of a data breach, it is recommended by
many privacy regulators to do so as part
of best practice processes. In addition
notifying victims can avoid or mitigate any
reputational harm.
Some companies believe that if they spend
vast amounts of money on IT security,
then they are not at risk. Both financially
and ideologically motivated hackers
can be very persistent in penetrating a
computer network and no system is 100%

secure. Computer networks are only able
to complete the functions which they are
programmed to do; it is often the humans
who prove to be the weakest link.
Computer networks are the heart of almost
all companies. Any kind of failure of these
systems could halt day-to-day operations
and cost companies a significant amount
in lost revenue. System interruption can

not only result from computer attacks/virus
transmission, but also from operational and
administrative errors.
Information required by underwriters,
for cyber insurance, is usually limited to
a simple proposal form. In some cases a
telephone call may be necessary to expand
on complex cases.

As fellow members of SBRC, Clark
Thomson Insurance Brokers would be
delighted to discuss your requirements
with you. Visit www.clarkthomson.co.uk
or call 0800 84 94 240.
Clark Thomson Insurance Brokers Ltd is
authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority.
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Keeping your business
Safe, Secure & Resilient

Did you know that nearly one in five businesses suffer a major
disruption? With no resilience plan in place you have less of a chance
of maintaining continuous business operations. By planning now,
you can proactively ensure your resilience against unexpected,
disruptive events that are likely to have a negative impact.
The ‘10 Steps to Business Resilience’ selfassessment tool developed by the Scottish
Business Resilience Centre is intended
for businesses to proactively ensure their
resilience.
This online tool includes a series of questions
that are designed to prompt internal thought
about risk and risk appetite. It is quick and
easy to complete and will provide you with an
automated resilience report detailing the level
of operational risk within your business, and
suggestions for mitigation of identified risks.

The assessment covers the following topics:
Keeping the show on the road
Information Management
Cyber Security
Protecting Valuables
Looking after Staff and Customers
Selecting and Keeping Staff
Supplier Management/Procurement
Fraud Prevention
Protecting the Brand
Understanding and Managing Risk

“The amount of business resilience advice out there can be overwhelming.
This unique online tool includes a series of questions that are designed to
prompt internal thought about risk and risk appetite, and provides you with
an automated resilience report detailing the level of operational risk and
suggestions for mitigation. It is quick and convenient to complete, and I
would encourage business owners to use '10 Steps' – it could well highlight
weaknesses that save them from a future crisis.”

Benefits to your Business:
The process is quick and user friendly
The areas of resilience covered are managed
by experts
The risks covered are aligned to the
insurance industry
Business owners never have to leave their
place of work to complete the process 		
meaning no disruption
The process and management are approved
by the Scottish Government, Police Scotland
and the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
Automated reports mean that there are no
delays in receiving results

Danny Quinn, Managing Director, DATAVITA

To find out more or to start
your assessment, please visit
www.10steps.co.uk
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Metal Theft

T

he Scottish Business Resilience Centre has been one of the lead
partners along with the British Transport Police and Police
Scotland in Operation Scandium targeting the illegal trade in scrap
metal in Scotland.
Operation Scandium, which was funded by
a £600,000 grant from Transport Scotland,
was established in July of 2015 and ran
until the end of March 2017 to assist with
the introduction of the new scrap metal
legislation that commenced in September
2016 within the Air Weapons and Licencing
act 2015.
The main aim of Operation Scandium was
not only to reduce the incidents involving
metal theft but also to:
Raise awareness within the Scrap Metal
Dealers regarding the changes to the
legislation that would impact on their
businesses, i.e. cashless transactions and
stricter record keeping
Highlighting to Itinerant / Mobile dealers
that a licence was required to carry 		
out any business involved in scrap metal
industry

To disrupt and identify individuals dealing
illegally in scrap metal
To assist in the transition, over 420 dealers
were visited by officers from the BTP
Metal Theft team both in the lead up to
the legislation coming in and after it was
introduced.
One of the main focuses of Operation
Scandium was looking at the illegal
transport of metal on Scotland’s roads. To
try and combat this pro-active days of action
sponsored through Operation Scandium
were carried on various roads within
Scotland. These days were intelligence lead
and ran by Police Scotland and various
partners including, BTP, SBRC, SEPA, DWP,
DVSA, HMRC, BMRA, SSSE, HMRC and SPEN.
Over 5000 vehicles were stopped during the
operational days with over 2,000 offences
detected by the attending partners.
From September to March 2017 a three

phase CRIMESTOPPER campaign was funded
through Operation Scandium. This included
billboards in strategic locations throughout
Scotland highlighting the new legislation.
As part of the media campaign the SBRC had
the lead on the media strategy prior to the
new legislation and also post legislation.
As we draw Operation Scandium to a close
I would like to thank all the individuals and
partners that assisted and participated in
the operation, particularly CS John McBride
from BTP who was responsible for securing
the funding and has chaired the Metal Theft
Scotland Working Group for the last couple
of years and will continue to Chair it in the
future alongside the SBRC.
Jim Scott Metal Theft lead at the SBRC said:
“Operation Scandium was very successful
in assisting the industry in the lead up to
the new legislation going live and also
at reducing the number of metal related
incidents, although over the last month or so
we are starting to see an increase of thefts as
the price of copper rises. Now that Operation
Scandium has come to an end, the SBRC will
continue to work with the British Transport
Police, Police Scotland, and its partners in
further combating this type of victimless
crime.”
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SBRC Team Member Supporting
Ugandan Community Project

Farm
The whole site covers an area of 30 acres, as
the project grows the pressure increases on
the land left to grow pineapple, mangoes,
bananas, maize, beans, coffee and corn. The
farm provides employment for local people.
The crops grown provide food for the children
and any surplus can be sold at the market to
raise funds for the community. They also have a
small number of livestock including cattle, pigs,
goats and chickens.
During the visit the pupils will be involved in
various activities, including:
Teaching or helping in the Primary School or
Secondary College School.
Looking after boarders and orphaned 		
children.
Medical work in the Clinic.
General maintenance and building work.
Farming.

S

tewart Hurry, our DIPS project Manager is supporting a major
fundraising effort to assist a Community Project in Luwero, Uganda.

In October of this year, Stewart’s daughter, a fifth
year pupil at Duncanrig Secondary School in
East Kilbride, will take part in the school project,
the fifth time the school have taken a group of
young people to the country to carry out a whole
range of tasks including helping the children in
the primary school, and carrying out practical
tasks around the compound and on the farm.
This will be the twelfth year the school has
supported the project and the young people are
looking forward to making the 6600 mile trip.
The region has not had its troubles to seek over
the years. When the county’s political system
was not as stable as it is now, Idi Amin, who was
a ruthless dictator, trained his infamous troops
in the area and the rule of law was often brutally
enforced.
Uganda, like many African nations has suffered
greatly from the devastating effects of HIV and
the AIDS virus and many of the young children
who attend the community schools have been
orphaned due to the effects of the virus.

comprises a primary school, secondary school,
orphanage, clinic, farm and established multidenominational church.

Schools
From the humble beginnings there are now
two schools catering for nearly 750 children.
The Primary School has almost 500 pupils from
nursery age to primary 7 and the secondary
school has about 250 pupils from S1 to S6. As
well as providing a full education programme
for the children, the school also provides
accommodation for some of the children who
live too far away to travel on a daily basis. A
school pupil sponsorship scheme also gives
people the opportunity to give support to
individual children through contributions. The
importance of the school to the people in the
area can be seen by the efforts some of the
children make to attend class. Some of them
have a walk of two hours before the start of the
school day at 8.00am and the same walk home
after school which can finish at 5.00pm.

Orphanage
The project now has the capacity to provide an
orphanage for children who have lost parents
and extended family most often through disease
and illnesses that in the west would, more often
than not, be easily and quickly treated.
Before the orphanage existed, the children
were cared for by those running the project or
members of the community church.

Clinic
The project was started in 2002 by Gabriel
Kijjambu who was completing a University
degree in Scotland but wanted to return to the
area that he grew up in to give something back
to the community that had helped him so much.
The Luwero Project (Registered charity number
SC 034501) was initially just a well, a school
and a small church when it was launched.
There is still no running water or electricity,
however, 15years later the community

The clinic now provides essential healthcare for
the whole community and is staffed by a fulltime nurse. It also provides in-patient facilities
for short term patients.

Helping with, or running youth programmes.
The parents of the children making the trip are
responsible for the achieving the huge challenge
of raising £24,000 to finance the trip, cover the
cost of the 14 inoculations that each child is
required to have and contribute financially to
the ongoing work of the project. In addition
to this sum, the parents have paid for the
travel costs associated with the trip.
The parents group have organised a number
of fund raising events including Race Night,
Quiz Night, Band Night, Bag Packing, Coffee
Mornings, and we are hoping to cycle the
equivalent distance of the trip between
Scotland and Uganda which is 6600 miles!!
In order to reach the total and deliver the
benefits to the project, the pupils and
parents are relying on donations from
individuals and organisations to provide
raffle prizes for each of the events. With
such a challenging target, the best chance of
reaching the total will be through auctions
and special prize draws for ‘golden ticket’
prizes that have been donated.
In addition the group are hoping to organise
a container that they can fill with items that
the young people are unable to take with
them. This will include school furniture,
bulk seed for the farm, tinned foodstuffs to
provide meals for the orphans attending
the school and equipment for assisting in
working the farm which provides food but
also the chance to raise money at the local
markets by selling surplus goods.
I am sure you will agree that this is a very
worthwhile cause. Anyone wishing to make a
cash donation can do so by making cheques
payable to Duncanrig Secondary School.

If you wish to contribute in any other way or would like more
information about ways to get involved, please contact Stewart at;
Stewart.Hurry@sbrcentre.co.uk
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On Wednesday 19th April 2017 the Distribution Industry
Partnership Centre Scotland and the Scottish Business
Resilience Centre hosted the BREXIT: Informing
Business Before and Beyond Conference at
Hampden Park Glasgow.

Invited guests were treated to a drinks
reception at the Donald Malcolm Heritage
Centre on the Tuesday evening and we
would like to thank Andrew Malcolm and
Derek Milne for their hospitality.

chain threats and risks including terrorist
threats and the migrant crisis. Sealock then
followed this with a detail of the different
products on the market which can assist in
supply chain security.

The conference was opened by Humza
Yousaf MSP the Minister of Transport and
the Islands who provided the ministerial
address and we were delighted to be able
to have a much sought after question and
answer session, with questions relating to
road infrastructure around ports and the
new Queensferry Crossing being answered.

During the lunch break the “CART security
Guide” was launched. This is a security
guide which was compiled by DIPS, RHA,
DHL, RSA, Motorway Buddy, NaVCIS and
Maple. A copy of the guide was available to
all delegates and for more information on
this contact Stewart Hurry.

The BSI provided a detailed input on supply

The afternoon began with the Scottish
Business Resilience Centre’s ethical hacking

students and CiSP Co-ordinator Graham Bye
provide an input on cyber security do’s and
don’ts, CiSP and Cyber Essentials.
Following the cyber input Neil Amner from
Anderson Strathern LLP and President of
Glasgow Chamber of Commerce chaired a
workshop where delegates worked through
a number of questions relating to logistics,
procurement and shipping and how Brexit
will impact this.
The event was closed by Ronnie Megaughin
the Deputy CEO of the Scottish Business
Resilience Centre.

We would like to express our gratitude to BSI and Sealock
for supporting this event and bringing with them a wealth
of knowledge and advice.
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Eleven venues gain national
recognition at Best Bar None
Scotland Awards 2016-17

A

Glasgow nightclub has been recognised as the best licenced
premises in Scotland by Best Bar None Scotland, a nation-wide
scheme which promotes a safe day and night time economy and
social responsibility which rewards venues for raising standards and
duty of care.
Campus won the national award for best
Night Club and also scooped the National
Champion Award at the Best Bar None
Scotland 2016-17 National Awards.

Glasgow, eleven venues across Scotland were
recognised as being amongst the best licensed
premises in the country.

At the awards ceremony at The Hilton,
Glasgow hosted by Jennifer Reoch from STV

Forty seven finalists took part in the annual
national awards across ten award categories
with venues represented in Glasgow,

Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Inverness, West
Lothian, East Renfrewshire, Falkirk, Airdrie
and Coatbridge, Fife, Renfrewshire and the
Scottish Borders.
As the Best Bar None scheme continues to roll
out across Scotland, this year’s awards also
saw finalists for the first time from schemes in
East Lothian, Elgin and East Renfrewshire.
There are ten categories within the award
scheme: Pub, Independent Pub, Bar,
Independent Bar, Hotel Bar, Night Club, SEV
(Specialist Entertainment Venue), Heart of
the Community, Newcomer and Innovation in
Social Responsibility.

Best Bar None Scotland award winners

THE CRYSTAL PALACE
GLASGOW
BEST PUB

THE QUEENS HEAD HOTEL
BORDERS
BEST HOTEL BAR

BEHIND THE WALL

FALKIRK
HEART OF THE COMMUNITY

WAGGON INN

THE GLENMAVIS TAVERN

CAMPUS

CORN EXCHANGE

BORDERS
BEST INDEPENDENT PUB

GLASGOW
BEST NIGHTCLUB

FOUNTAIN BAR

AIRDRIE & COATBRIDGE
BEST NEWCOMER
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WEST LOTHIAN
BEST BAR

EDINBURGH
SPECIALIST ENTERTAINMENT VENUE

GARAGE

GLASGOW
INNOVATION IN SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

THE CROFT BAR

GLASOW
INDEPENDENT BAR

TARTAN ROSE

RENFREWSHIRE
HEART OF THE COMMUNITY

CAMPUS

GLASGOW
NATIONAL CHAMPION

Best Bar None Scotland National Awards 2017

T

he awards ceremony was introduced by Mandy Haeburn-Little,
Chair of Best Bar None Scotland and CEO of the Scottish Business
Resilience Centre (SBRC).
Mandy Haeburn-Little said: “This is our 6th year
of excellent growth for Best Bar None Scotland.
It has developed significantly in recent years
and the awards are all about quality. Across
the country Best Bar None accredited venues
are continuously raising standards. Every year
judging becomes a harder and harder task given
the high calibre of finalists.
“The National Best Bar None Awards continue
to raise the profile of the fantastic work our
venues do in support of the night time economy
but in particular their innovation and social
responsibility practices which impress the judges

year on year. The licensed trade is a key sector
of Scottish business and we are very pleased to
recognise this.
“It is so impressive to see the standard of these
applications, the commitment of the teams
involved and the hugely varied venues from
different corners of Scotland being represented.
I congratulate all of our forty seven finalists for
their excellent practice and our winners who
have demonstrated that public safety and
customer care are top of their priorities.
“Accreditation to the scheme shows the venue

vulnerability in the night
time economy in 2016 and
the subsequent national
recognition the training
programme has achieved
with the MET.
Mark was recognised at the
Awards Ceremony for his
special contribution to Best
Bar None through is role
at Diageo, one of the core
sponsors of the Best Bar
None Scheme.
Mark Baird said:
“I am proud to have been
personally involved in the
growth and development of
Best Bar None in Scotland
over the last 10 years sitting

“It is a great honour to reward all our Finalists
and Winning venues tonight.”
Drinkaware was the lead sponsor for this year’s
awards and sponsored the Innovation in Social
Responsibility category.
Ben Butler, Drinkaware Current Affairs Director
commented: “It’s an award close to our hearts
at Drinkaware and the seven outstanding
candidates in this category impressed the judges
with their many valuable initiatives.
“Congratulations to all and especially to
the winners of the Innovation in Social
Responsibility award, The Garage, who
demonstrated strong evidence against all of the
judging criteria and showed how their standards
are having a positive impact on their customers
and their local area.”

Mark Baird received a special recognition award at the National Best Bar
None Awards on Thursday 30th March 2017, as a Special guest
Mark Baird, Head of Alcohol
in Society at Diageo, who has
been a strong supporter of
the Best Bar None scheme in
Scotland since its inception
in Glasgow in 2005 and been
core in developing both the
UK wide and Scotland wide
key strategic partnerships
and a very active BBN Board
Member. He has been an
advocate for the work of BBN
in many political and social
responsibility sectors and is a
true advocate of the Scheme.
He heavily supported the
launch of the Good Night
Out Programme focusing
on raising awareness of

and its staff have dedicated themselves to
providing the very best customer experience
to their customers that assures members of
the public they will be able to enjoy a safe and
welcoming atmosphere. The National Awards
recognise best practice, leading to an enhanced
experience for customers.

on the Board. During that
time, I have sat on many
judging panels and I can
judge how far we've come
by how difficult it is now to
choose category winners
compared to how easy it
was 10 years ago. General
standards have risen so
much in that time that
premises now need to
be really raising the bar
and doing something
quite different from their
competitors to reach the
top. That's real progress for
the scheme and also for our
industry in Scotland.”

The Benevolent Society for Scotland’s Licensed
Trade (BEN) sponsored the Best Newcomer
category, SGL/Securigroup sponsored the
Specialist Entertainment Venue category
and William Grant and Sons sponsored the
Independent Bar category.
The new Platinum Awards were supported
by Chivas Brothers-Pernod Ricard the ethos
of which is woven into their CSR message of
“Createurs de convivialite”.
Chris McGovern – Sales Manager said “The
venues strike a really positive balance between
their Social Responsibility and Conviviality which
is key to the success of their businesses.
Recognising each venue’s contribution to
encourage customer and staff safety while
supporting a good night out, the prestigious
National Awards acknowledge the best work
and innovative practices on offer among the
400 plus Best Bar None accredited venues in
Scotland.
The Best Bar None website can be found at:
http://www.bbnscotland.co.uk
For more information please contact: Arlene
Campbell National Best Bar None Coordinator
on 01786 447441.
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Best Bar None Scotland National Awards 2017

Platinum
Award winners

Best Bar None Scotland Would Like To Take This
Opportunity To Thank All Our National Award Supporters.
MAIN SPONSOR

JOHNNY FOXES AND THE DEN

AWARD SUPPORTERS

INVERNESS
PLATINUM AWARD WINNER

TABLE GIFTS
SPORTSTERS

FALKIRK
PLATINUM AWARD WINNER

BEST BAR NONE SCOTLAND IS SUPPORTED BY

SOUL

ABERDEEN
PLATINUM AWARD WINNER

IMPERAL BAR

AIRDRIE AND COATBRIDGE
PLATINUM AWARD WINNER

CAMPUS

GLASGOW
PLATINUM AWARD WINNER
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TMS were formed in 1981 to serve the newly created CAD market and expanded
quickly to their purpose built facility in Larbert. The offering has, since that
inception, diversified to include:
CAD
We are the leading provider of CAD
solutions in Scotland, with offerings based
on the SOLIDWORKS and Autodesk range
of products. As the only Scottish based
CAD reseller in the UK, we have a large
portfolio of customers working in a wide
range of industries, from multinational oil
companies, leading Architectural practices
through to industry leading design and
manufacturing organisations.

Sage Business Software
We are a successful Sage Business Partner
with a very strong in-house support
team specialising in Sage 200 and Sage
Manufacturing. We are also an accredited
Sage Developer, providing bespoke add-ons
and improvements to Sage software.

Elite
‘Elite’ is the brand of our own range of
business software, with Elite Costing

Software, a market leading contract and
costing application, being used by hundreds
of organisations throughout the UK. We can
also tailor software for a customer where no
‘off the shelf’ package is available.

ICT
We provide a full range of Managed IT
Services, designed to provide clients across
the UK with a cost effective approach to
managing and maintaining their existing IT
systems.
An integral part of our IT provision is the
deployment of a robust back-up and
restore policy which is customised around
each customer, taking into account their
reliance on data and how quickly they
need to be back operationally. This is not
only measured in productivity, but also
in maintaining the excellent reputation’s
that they are rightly proud to preserve. As
such we monitor their back-up constantly,
ensuring the information is readily available

and any issues are handled quickly.
Through the proliferation of Ransomware
the focus has, quite rightly, moved from the
catastrophic failure of associated hardware
to the encryption of key data being where
the most damage could occur. As such,
our tailored solution provides backing
up the data at a frequency best suited to
each individual client and the peace of
mind brought through issuing an email,
highlighting the back up has worked and
is ready to be restored quickly should a
Malware attack ( or catastrophic hardware
failure) take place.
TMS offer this integral service as part of their
Disaster Recovery service.
Please contact Joe Ravey on 07341 293531 if
you want to discuss how we could help you
or visit our web site at
www.tms-scotland.com where much more
detail can be found as regards each business
unit.
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Be Alert,
Not Alarmed
The threat from terrorism is serious and ever present, but it is important to keep it in perspective.
This threat comes from DAESH (IS/ISIL) and Al Qaida, and groups and individuals who are directed,
encouraged or more importantly inspired by them. More recently the increases in Lone Actor type
attacks are becoming more commonplace.

Project Griffin is the national counter
terrorism awareness initiative produced
by the National Counter Terrorism
Security Office to protect UK cities and
communities from the threat of terrorism.

Introduced in 2014 in London, Project Griffin
aims to advise managers, security officers
and employees of public sector and private
sector organisations across the United
Kingdom on security and counter terrorism.
There are a number of different modules in
Project Griffin, and depending on the nature
of your business or on the composition of

the audience, these modules can be tailored
to suit your business requirements.
Project Griffin’s aim is to engage, encourage
and enable members of the community to
work in partnership with Police Scotland to
deter, detect and counter terrorist activity
and crime.

Lone Actor
We should all be aware of recent events in
London and Stockholm, where a number of
fatalities were caused by Lone Actor attacks,
and we should remain vigilant to these kinds
of incidents. Remember however, we should
be Aware but not Alarmed.
When considering vehicle borne threats
perpetrated by Lone Actors it is important
to remember that the threats range from
vandalism to sophisticated or aggressive
attack by determined criminals or terrorists.
Vehicles offer a convenient method to
deliver a bomb, known as a Vehicle Borne
Improvised Explosive Device (VBIED)
A vehicle can also be used as a weapon to
ram and damage infrastructure or to injure
and kill people
A vehicle by itself can be used with hostile
intent to breach a perimeter, ram and damage
infrastructure, or as a weapon to injure and
kill people as we have seen both in London
and Stockholm. This is referred to as a
‘Vehicle as a Weapon’ (VAW) attack. The use
of VAW has been used by terrorists to target

crowded places. A broad range of vehicles
can cause significant loss of life and serious
injury, London being simply a hired car with
Stockholm being an apparent stolen large
goods vehicle.
Threats from vehicles can be mitigated by
installing physical measures tailored to your
particular business (including blending into
the landscape or streetscape) which may be
static or security controlled. These measures
can be installed either on a permanent or
temporary basis. All such measures should
meet appropriate standards in terms of
their vehicle impact performance, design
and installation. The nature and extent
of mitigation will dependent upon a risk
assessment and operational requirement
specific to that site or event.
When considering this type of incident we
must also consider how we can prevent
vehicles from being stolen.
All businesses should take steps to ensure that
their vehicles are secure in order to reduce the
risk of them being stolen:
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Park your vehicle legally in secure well-lit
areas, where possible in an authorised lorry
park.
Secure your vehicle and load/cargo if left
unattended for any period of time.
Businesses should make sure the identity of
the person driving any vehicle is verified and
their documents examined.
If your business is involved in the hiring or
leasing of vehicles:
Make sure you are satisfied with the identity
of the vehicle hirers/leaser. If you are not
then ask for more identification and carry
out appropriate checks.
Adopt a low tolerance approach to overdue
vehicles. If you are unable to verify the
status of the vehicle then report the 		
incident to your local police.
If renting or leasing a vehicle requiring
additional driving classifications then try
to establish what it will be used for and if
appropriate ask to see their operator’s
licence.

Guidance for Businesses Operating Vehicles
Significant numbers of Public Service Vehicles (PSV) and Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGV)
are stolen every year. A third are stolen for their loads and a third stolen from the owner’s
premises. The primary reason is crime, however there is a crossover with terrorism
where vehicles can be used as a weapon or funds from criminal activity can be used to
finance terrorism.
Most instances of crime are opportunist, however
even simple precautions can make a difference.
It’s important that a senior manager in a
company has responsibility for security.
Companies hiring vehicles must also be
responsible for ensuring they maintain the
highest standards for verifying the identities
of any business or drivers using their vehicles.
Always examine the driving licence and ensure
the photograph matches the driver, the licence is
valid and in date. Two forms of identification are
preferable. Take a copy or details of the licence
(i.e. driver number) where possible.
The following advice is recommended to help
detect, deter or deny those considering using a
vehicle for criminal or terrorist purposes:

Assess your risk
It’s important that you, your colleagues, and
your employees understand the threat and
recognise situations where you are vulnerable
both in the UK and travelling abroad. Drivers
are potentially vulnerable when parked off
the road. There are many creative ways and
means to target drivers and their vehicles.
The objective may be to steal the vehicle or
its load; cause specific loss to a business or its
reputation; or to use the vehicle as a weapon.

Recruitment
Always check a driver’s references and 		
previous five to ten year employment history
Always speak to previous employers (Do not
rely on phone numbers given by the driver)
Inform applicants that false details on 		
application forms may lead to dismissal
Check driving licenses are valid and look for
endorsements before you employ someone,
and then at six-monthly intervals afterwards.
Drivers should tell you of any changes to their
license
Check if the applicant has any prosecutions
pending or is waiting for sentencing by a
court

For agency drivers, ensure that the agency
has carried out all of these checks including
criminal records checks
Use only reputable agencies that are affiliated
with a recognised UK trade organisation

Company policy and
procedures
Build security duties and responsibilities into
your company’s contract of employment.
Contracts should make clear that drivers will
face disciplinary proceedings if they fail to carry
out these duties.
Your company should:
Include your company’s security instructions
in the driver’s induction and driver’s 		
handbook
Use photo identification cards for your 		
company’s driver’s
Keep copies of all drivers document for your
personnel records
Conduct due diligence checks on the identity
of anyone hiring a vehicles, for HGVs and PSVs
always insist on an operator’s license where
appropriate
Adopt a low tolerance approach to overdue
rentals and hiring, report these to police at
the earliest opportunity
Ensure drivers communicate delays in arrivals
to their destinations within agreed 		
timeframes
When drivers and staff leave ensure that
they no longer have access to IT, keys, and
information, change lock passcodes at 		
regular intervals
Drivers should always
Lock and secure their vehicle whenever they
leave the cab and, keep the keys with them
(including when unloading and loading)
If possible always refuel on site before 		
beginning a journey
Plan routes before beginning a journey

Avoid taking the same routes or stops for
breaks. These routines make vehicles an
easier target for those with criminal intent or
conducting hostile reconnaissance
Comply with procedures to authorise 		
changes to a delivery destination
Never pick up unauthorised passengers/hitch
hikers
Report any irregularity in loading, locking,
sealing or documentation
Check their vehicle is correctly loaded
Protect documents such as shipping orders
and consignment notes. These can be used
by criminals to steal valuable loads
Avoid talking about loads or routes with other
drivers or customers (including over radios
and telephones)
Report suspicious behaviour. In an 		
emergency call the police on 999.
For a non-emergency call 101
Remember, if you suspect it, report it to the
Anti-terrorist Hotline on 0800 789 321

Secure Your Vehicles
Remember vehicles can be stolen, whatever
their load might be, to be used for criminal,
including terrorist purposes.
Use and maintain security equipment as
it will make your vehicles less attractive to
thieves. Discuss options with your 		
insurers, including goods in transit insurers,
vehicle dealers and security equipment
manufacturers
Each vehicle will need different levels and
types of security equipment, depending on its
use
Install vehicle immobilisation, if not already
fitted by the manufacturer
Consider the use of telematics equipment
which can remotely trigger an alert if a vehicle
deviates from its intended route

Disposal of Liveried Vehicles
We are also keen to highlight Operation Camion, a national policing initiative, which
is designed to identify and deal with individuals, international terrorist groups and
organised criminal gangs, engaged in the theft or misuse of vehicles that would not
normally attract suspicion.
The types of vehicles which are of concern
are:
Any liveried vehicle that might be allowed
access to sensitive or vulnerable premises
because of their appearance.
Fuel tankers and vehicles containing 		
hazardous materials.

Such vehicles have been used in terrorist
attacks around the world.
It is important to remember to take
precautions when disposing of a vehicle or
vehicles in your fleet which would go a long
way to mitigate and deter such incidents and
to limit reputational damage by association.
Car auctions and markets provide an ideal

opportunity for those engaged in criminal
activity or terrorism to purchase liveried
vehicles which would not look out of place to
the general populous.
Good practice would be to remove and
destroy all company logos and markings on
vehicles prior to disposal to prevent them
being used in such a manner, especially
vehicles that would not give rise to
immediate suspicion such as public utilities
vehicles, power company vehicles, energy
providers, recovery vehicles and so on.
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Being aware of
your risks but
doing nothing
about them –

that’s
criminal!

R

isk can be overwhelming if you run a business. Risk posed by
fraudsters, threats from cyber criminals, increasing regulatory
requirements and dangers posed by poorly managed financial
systems or from inadequate day-to-day processes, they can all be
bewildering.
Add into the mix the increasing sophistication
and knowledge of IT to support business
activities then ask what has your business
done to maintain risk knowledge and
capability to keep pace with emerging
threats?
Businesses cannot be expected to be an
expert in this field as they have the business
to run but doing nothing is not an option.
This is why it makes sense to call in expert
help from Alan Stenhouse, whose business
AST Risk Consultancy & Training Services Ltd
draws on expertise developed over a long
career advising companies in the financial
sector.
As an accomplished Senior Risk Management
professional, Alan has extensive experience
and said: “Risk is something that every
business needs to take seriously but it is not
something to be scared about. Yes, clearly
there are a number of risks to consider but by
taking a few simple steps, the level of danger
can be dramatically reduced whilst adding
real value to the bottom line. I have spent a
career doing just that.”
Alan is recognised as an expert in information
security and operational risk management,
implementing effective governance and
developing controls to mitigate and
manage potential interruptions to business
operations.

His specialisms include:
Helping senior managers to understand
the risks to their business and accept
where improvements are required
Delivering training to instil a culture
of risk awareness, developing colleague
capability and understanding to ensure
measures implemented are sustainable
and embedded
Advising on the security and management
of business sensitive information, critical
data and assets
Chairing Gold-level Crisis and Incident
Management meetings and overseeing
continuity planning, testing and recovery
strategies.

He also spent time as a manager in charge
of fraud prevention, responsible for the
identification, analysis and mitigation of
fraud across a retail product range. Alan led
the analysis of credit card application fraud
and introduced measures to strengthen
vetting and security checks. As a result,
monthly losses were reduced by 50% per
month.
His company covers a wide range of areas
ranging from the delivery of training to
develop risk management capability
and business culture; risk evaluation,
assessment and control; secure information
management including cyber, preventing
fraud and ensuring business continuity in
the event of disruption.
He said: “In more than 30 years in financial
services, I have seen that actively managing
risks can add real value to the business. I have
seen risk managed almost to gold standard,
with dedicated resources and budget in place,
but businesses at large don’t necessarily have
this capability and that is where my business
can assist..

A proven track record in building, 		
leading and motivating teams to achieve
greater performance, skills in mentoring
and coaching and acting as an advocate
for professional development.
Alan’s knowledge has been built up over a career
in financial services developing and leading risk
functions within Banks.
His work has included helping to increase risk
awareness during a period of expansion, creating
Risk Management strategies and delivering
awareness training to senior management.
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Alan can be contacted at
Web: www.astriskconsultancy.com
E mail: as@astriskconsultancy.com
Tel: 07969-050393
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We provide a comprehensive range of services and
support to ensure the resilience of your business.
To find out more contact a member of the team.
www.sbrcentre.co.uk | 01786 447441 | enquiry@sbrcentre.co.uk
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Could you be a winner at the
Scottish Cyber Awards?

The Scottish Cyber Awards will take place in November.
The purpose of this awards ceremony is to recognise
Scotland's commitment towards cyber security excellence.
This prestigious awards ceremony was a sell-out last year,
so make sure you don't miss out!

Awards timeline
May – Open Award Sponsor
Opportunities
June – Announce and Open Application
August – Close application process
September – Judging
November – Awards Ceremony

Do any of the below categories describe you or your business?
Best Cyber Start-Up Award

Cyber Resilient Community Award

Best New Cyber Talent Award

Leading Light of Innovation Award

Cyber Small Medium Enterprise
Defender Of The Year Award

Cyber Evangelist Of The Year Award

International Contribution To Cyber
Security Award
Outstanding Woman In Cyber
Award
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Cyber Security Teacher of the Year
Award
Collaboration with Police Scotland
Award

